Predicting popular videos in online social networks (OSNs) is important for network traffic engineering and video recommendation. In order to avoid the difficulty of acquiring all OSN users' activities, recent studies try to predict popular media contents in OSNs only based on a very small number of users, referred to as experts. However, these studies simply treat all users' diffusion actions as the same. Based on large-scale video diffusion traces collected from a popular OSN, we analyze the positions of users' video sharing actions in the propagation graph, and classify users' video sharing actions into three different types, i.e., initiator actions, spreader actions and follower actions. Surprisingly, while existing studies mainly focus on the initiators, our empirical studies suggest that the spreaders actually play a more important role in the diffusion process of popular videos. Motivated by this finding, we account for the position information of sharing actions to select initiator experts, spreader experts and follower experts, based on corresponding sharing actions. We conduct experiments on the collected dataset to evaluate the performance of these three types of experts in predicting popular videos. The evaluation results demonstrate that the spreader experts can not only make more accurate predictions than initiator experts and follower experts, but also outperform the general experts selected by existing studies.
Introduction
Online social networks (OSNs), such as Facebook and Twitter, have now become an indispensable platform for users to access and share videos which are originally hosted by video sharing sites (VSSes), such as YouTube, generating enormous traffic to these VSSes [15] . As is revealed by existing studies, the distribution of video popularity is highly skewed, with the top 0.31% most popular videos accounting for nearly 80% view requests [16] . Therefore, it is important to identify these popular videos based on their diffusion progress in the early stage, so as to optimize the network traffic engineering system, such as the caching strategy, and to improve the video recommender system in OSNs.
Although considerable studies have been conducted to predict the popularity of videos, most of these proposed methodologies are based on all users' actions in the early stage [17] [19] [22] . Considering that it is rather expensive to acquire all users' diffusion actions in popular OSNs, which usually have millions of users, recent studies try to predict media content popularities based on only a small nunber of users, which are referred to as "experts" [11] [14] or "influencers" [2] . However, these studies mainly focus on other types of media contents, e.g., Wikipedia edits [14] or tweets [2] [11] . Moreover, while these studies simply treat all users' diffusion actions as the same, researchers working on the information diffusion process argue that diffusion actions of users are actually different and depend on their positions in propagation graphs [20] [21] [23] . Therefore, it is meaningful to account for the position information of diffusion actions when selecting experts, and evaluate the performance of selected experts in predicting popular videos.
To fill the above research gaps, we select Renren, the most popular Facebooklike OSN in China, as our research platform, and collect substantial diffusion traces from it. Based on the collected traces, we firstly classify users' video sharing actions of an individual video into three different groups, i.e., initiator actions, spreader actions and follower actions, according to their positions in diffusion process. Then we conduct comparison studies on the impact of these different sharing actions on video diffusion. Motivated by the importance of spreader in distinguishing popular videos, we further incorporate sharing actions' position information into the selection of experts, enabling us to identify three different groups of experts, i.e., initiator experts, spreader experts and follower experts. Experiments based on real dataset have been conducted to evaluate the performance of these experts in predicting popular videos. The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
-Large-scale video diffusion traces, covering the video sharing actions of 2.8 million users for more than 3 years, have been collected from a popular OSN. According to their positions in the diffusion process, users' sharing actions have been classified into three different types, i.e., initiator actions, spreader actions and follower actions. -When attempting to the identify the initiators of information diffusion, existing studies adopt two different definitions of sharing actions, namely, actions which share media contents independently [20] [24] , and those that import media contents from external sites [24] [25] . Based on our collected traces, we investigate these two types of initiator actions, and propose a more comprehensive definition of initiator actions. -Different from previous empirical studies which mainly focus on characterizing initiator actions [20] [21], we conduct comprehensive studies on all the three types of sharing actions, i.e., initiator actions, spreader actions and follower actions. Surprisingly, while initiator actions are regarded to be
